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   Artistically, research provides the opportunity in which creativity thrives.  As an 
artist and instructor, I embrace innovation in education and support artistic exploration.  
Nevertheless, my work is grounded in imagination, discipline, and research.  In order to truly 
grasp the fleeting inspiration of creativity, I believe one must develop and build upon the 
foundation in which true artistic expression must draw.  Although I believe in the validity 
and necessity of practical experience and exposure to the Sanford Meisner’s technique, Anne 
Bogart’s Viewpoints, and specialized training such as Musical theatre and heighted language 
such as Shakespeare, I embrace the Constantin Stanislavski system as the vehicle in which all 
others build.  

Stanislavski defined acting as “living truthfully in imagined circumstances.”  This 
concept of “consciously tapping into the subconscious” by embracing Stanislavksi’s system 
of exploration (magic/if, emotional recall, given circumstances, etc.) is my fundamentals of acting.  
Understanding the genre/style of a play and the background story of the character is 
essential.  For example, what are the relationships of the character to other characters in the 
script?  What does the character say about himself/herself?  What do other characters say 
about the character?  How reliable is the information?   

In the confines of the play’s given circumstances, uncovering the character’s 
objectives, super objective, and polar attitudes while exploring the character’s personality 
traits, values, and will power is paramount to building character.  Furthermore, developing 
an awareness of the obstacles which prevents the actor from achieving their character’s 
objectives greater informs the actor of the challenges their character must work to overcome.   

Likewise, script analysis provides the structure to inspire and validate an actor’s 
choices.   Ironically, actors consistently debate the importance of research.  Quite 
understandable, instead of learning more about the play’s circumstances, the young actor 
works to perfect a stereotypical version of their limited exposure to a character.  As they 
attempt to build upon the fragile foundation, which unabashedly exposes the 
misconceptions they have embraced, the actor eventually becomes frustrated.  Unable to 
develop and/or build upon clear objectives, their character work is one-dimensional and 
predictable.   This lack of focus and disapprobation for research leads to what Stanislavski 
refers to as the pitfalls of acting.   These pitfalls breed poor techniques such as imitation, 
mechanical and forced acting. 

Subsequently, in my coaching and teaching sessions, I work to impart the skills 
necessary to fully develop character.  Consequently, actors must learn to live in the moment 
and make discoveries, unearth opposites and humor, and understand what they are fighting 
for.  In directing Arthur Miller’s A View from the Bridge at Goshen College, in addition to 
working directly with the actors and production team members, I created a website 
(www.aviewfromthebridge.info) to provide a tangible bridge between the audience, actors, 
playwright, and director.  This website provided audiences information pertaining to the 
production concept, environmental factors, and scholastic materials embraced. As a point of 
reference the A View from the Bridge website provided a tangible example of effectively 
merging research with performance.  Nonetheless, after completing research, an actor may 
understand what is intellectually required of a character, yet fail to discover effective ways to 
represent their interpretations onstage.  Hence, application is equally as important as theory. 

  Balancing readings with in-class exercises are integral to learning.  As acting class 
activities elucidates, the age-old theatre technique of integrating “application” and “theory” 
exposes project-based learning at its humblest beginnings.  For example, after reading 
sections of Stanislavski’s “An Actor Prepares” and reviewing the dramatic conflict, I will lead 

http://www.aviewfromthebridge.info/
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acting students in an activity entitled “We shall Live.”   The activity, requiring two actors and 
one chair, appears simple.  In the exercise, the actors are given the lines “We shall live on the 
X floor.”  For illustrative purposes, I will use the numbers 1 and 7.  Hence, actor A wants to 
live on the first floor and actor B wants to live on the seventh floor.   In the activity, each actor is 
permitted to say “We shall live on the “X” floor three times.  Yet, the fourth time, they must 
acquiesce and agree to live on their opponent’s floor.   

As an interesting twist, Actor A is instructed to begin the exercise standing. As a 
stipulation, Actor A is instructed not to place their bottom on any surface during the scene.   
If the actor forgets and places their bottom on a chair for example, they are disqualified and 
actor B wins.  Although a greater explanation is not provided to the actor in the given 
instructions, if Actor A wants to achieve their objective, as the scene progresses they will 
uncover the subtext.  Similarly, the actor will subconsciously embrace physicality to 
underscore their tactics i.e. kneeling, leaning on a wall leading with their shoulders, standing 
on a rehearsal block, etc.   

Likewise, Actor B is instructed to begin the scene sitting.   Correspondingly, as a 
stipulation, Actor B must keep a body part connected to the chair at all times.  Correspondingly, 
when given instruction, some actor’s instinctually interpret this to mean they must remain 
“seated.” As a result, they fail to explore other movement options such as standing on the 
chair, moving the chair, or turning it away from their opponent.   

Unlike a play (where students know the ending of the play after a first reading), as 
the exercise begins, the audiences (fellow students) are not certain if A or B will win.  In this 
instance, the audience and actors alike can easily resist the urge “to play the ending of the 
story at the beginning.”  As it is solely up to the actors to find ways to achieve their 
objectives, the exercise reinforces the responsibility of the actor to live in the moment. 
 This simple exercise always teaches me a great deal about an actor and their process.  
First, how much willpower does the actor have?  Is the actor able to take risks?  Does the 
actor look to find solutions?  Is the actor able to fight for what they want?  Is the actor polite 
and gives in too easily?  Does the actor resort to indication?  Is the actor able to make 
discoveries in the scene?  Is the actor able to listen and respond; are they able to partner?  
 Without reading a text and/or completing heavy research, this activity gives students 
an opportunity to test their intellectual understanding of objectives through application and 
vise-versa.  In this simple exercise, students are able to tap into their instinct as an actor 
subliminally revealing their previous experiences and/or preconceived notions.  Through 
application and discussion, once the actor learns what their habitual choices are, they choose 
to discard their preconceived notions in support of the character’s reality.     

  Other exercises for actors include warm-ups, improvisations, and/or 
substitutions.   For effective application and integration, each exercise used should have a 
learning outcome that will be explored in the class and/or rehearsal process as hands on 
applications can validate theories taught.  For instance, as an undergraduate student in the 
BFA program at the University of Kentucky, in an early acting class with my instructor, the 
class completed an exercise to explore Constantin Stanislavski's "magic if."   In the exercise, 
we were instructed to knock on a door in the classroom and allow our imagination to fuel 
our responses.  As I waited in line, I observed my classmates move to the door and knock.  I 
remember being moved by their variant techniques, focus, and commitment.   Yet, when I 
went to the door, something electric happened.  I envisioned my grandmother’s home in 
Conway, SC on a warm summer day.  Excited to see her, I knocked on the door.  Hence, by 
inserting my grandmother’s house, I had given the exercise context.  When I knocked on the 
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door, I expected my grandmother to answer.  When she did not, I did not panic; instead, I 
knocked again.  Uneasy, I turned and noticed her car was outside.  Relieved, I knocked 
again.  When there was still not an answer, I began to knock again, yet this time more 
urgently.  Pounding ebulliently, I began to scream her name as tears came to my eyes.  The 
intensity mounting, my love for her was tangible as I became overwhelmed with thoughts of 
my world without her.  I continued my emotional journey screaming "Grandma, grandma, 
grandma!"  I did not stop to consider what my classmates would think of me.  Instead, I 
envisioned her house, the windows, the trees; I allowed my imagination and view of the 
given circumstances to transport me to a world far outside of the typical acting 
exercise.  After the exercise, my acting teacher was quite complementary.  She spoke of the 
tension and suspense that was created in my exercise.  She commented on the sense of 
progression and abandonment in the sequence merged with my ability to commit.  She also 
commented on the measured discoveries made.  This experienced resonated with me.  As a 
freshman in a BFA/Acting program, I learned early on the power of the imagination.  

In my teaching, my tactics and objectives are complimentary and  will oscillate 
according to my artistic role -- As an artist, I believe in allowing voices previously unspoken 
to be heard.  Hence, as an educator, my mission is to empower others to discover and 
articulate their voices.  As a director, my focus is to research the given circumstances and 
environmental factors of the script while guiding the actor to a place of truthfulness.  Hence, 
embracing research in a rehearsal process is like finally seeing the lighthouse in the stormy 
waters of the unknown.  Without research, one is doomed to mediocrity and lack of 
purpose.  With research, the actor’s process is strengthened as the world of the characters 

and vision of the playwright unfolds.  Finally, as an acting coach, my role is to equip actors 
with the building blocks necessary to understand and build upon the world in which their 
characters reside.   
 
 
          Tamera N. Izlar 

 


